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THE FLOW OF A COMPRESSIBLE FLUID PAST A CURVED SURFACE
By CARL KAPLAN
SUMMARY
obtain thejlow of a com-
~$mt approximation,
An itera.twnmethod ti employed to
prawi.bkfluid pad a curvedsurface.
which led to ti Prandll-(lati mi?.e,is baaedon the aawmp-
tion that ti$ow di~ers bwtldi!.lejTom a pure tranda$ion. The
iieratwn prows then con8i8tain improving thti jimt approxi-
matwn in order thai it wiU apply to a% di$ering from pure
translalo~ motion to a gr& degree. llu nwthodJai% when
the Mach number of the undtiturbed w?reamreacha unity but
permii%a tratin jrorn 8ub80nic b supersonic conditiom
WiLhOutthe appeamnce of a compremion shock. The limiiing
value of the uruhkhwbed8treamMach number, dejined w thai
V(JhL5& which pOiWlhid jow no I?ower &, ia hdi& by
Lb apparent dwergenw of the power 8eri.e3repre+%niingthe
velocii~ of the j?uid & the surface oj the solid boumi?ury.
Por sm.d Mach number8 and for thin 8hupe8, the rewd.i%
obtained lnJthe iterdon proctx8 agree with tho8e obtmkd @
the Poggi method. For higher viz?u.wof the stream Mach
number k?s8than the cm”tica.1mz.lue,numerical cukw.b!imMare
in agreemeti with the rau.?isobtuiwd by von K&nuin by means
of the hodograph method. For WI-Jueaof the 8tream Mach
number high.cr than the critiixd tulue, the iteration proctx8
@W 8ome informai%n about the region of jtow comprised
between the critic.a.l8tream Mach number and the limtiing
8treamMach number.
INTRODUCTION
When n body is held fixed in n compressible fluid moving
at rLuniform speed less than, but comparable with, that of
sound, there may be a region near the surface where the
velocity of the fluid relative to the body exceeds the local
velocity of sound. The flow in such cases maybe perfectly
regular with no indication of shock waves. Several such
types of flow have been described by Taylor (reference 1)
rind, more recently, by Gtirtler (reference 2). In connec-
tion with this type of flow it is important to know when the
irrotitional motion ceases to be possible. It is certain that
irrotdional motion is no longer possible as soon as the
Mach number of the undisturbed stream reaches a definite
value, always less than unity, which depends on the shape
of the body. In the past, compressibility shock has often
been assumed to occur when the mtium velocity of the
fluid at the surface of the body equals the local velocity of
sound; however, the papers of Taylor and G&tler (refer-
ences 1 and 2) question whether this is correct for the first
appemance of a shock wave. In addition, a recent paper by
von K6rmfi (reference 3) suggests that the envelope of the
Mach lines in the supersonic region of flow probably intro-
duces the tit shock wave in the flow-. The stream Mach
number at which the envelope of the Mach lines first ap-
pears may thus be identified with a limiting value of the
Mach number.
The present paper treats the flow of a compressible fluid
past a curved surface by means of an iteration process based
on that of Ackeret (reference 4). The bound~ was so
chosen as to conform with the requirements of the method;
namely, no stagnation points and small vmiation of the local
veloci~ from that in the stream. The process, further-
more, permits values of the stream Mach number ranging
from zero to the neighborhood of unity. The method
proves to be quite laborious when more than two stages in
the iteration are demanded; but, be&se of the importance
of the problem, it has been thought worth while to perform
the third step. Most of the details of the calculations have
been relegated to appendixes in order not to disturb the
continuity of the main ideas. (The. equations in the appen-
dixes have been assigned numbers prefixed by letters
denoting the appendix; for example, equation (A-3) is the
third equation in appendix A.)
THE ITERATIONPROCESS
The fundamental differential equation governing the flow
of a compressible fluid is
(’-”’%+(&-@%-w(%+*)=’“)
where
X, Y rectangular Carte&m coordinates in plane of profile
u, v fluid velocity components along X- and Y-axes
c local velocity of sound
The condition for irrotational motion is that
au ZkJ—. —
hY ax
and leads to a velocity potential @ defied by
xl
w~=—
a
(2)
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If the body is held iixed in a uniform stream of velocity U,
the relation between the local velocity of sound c and the
velocity of the fluid~~ti is given for adiabatic processes by
(3)
where
~ velocity of sound in undisturbed stream
-y ratio of speciilc heats at constant pressure and constant
volume
M Mach number of undisturbed stresm (’U/CO)
With the introduction of a characteristic length s as unit
of length and the stream velocity U as unit of velocity, the
various quantities thus far defined can be rendered non-
dimensional. Thus X, Y, u, o, and @ denote, respectively,
the nondimensional quantities X/s, Y/g, u/U, v/U, and @/U..
while c and COretain their original meanings. By use of
equation (2), equations (1) and (3) then become, respectively,
and
~1 ml– (u’+??)]$=1+ .2 [5)
Let t denote a characteristic parameter of the shape, such
as the thickness coefficient; then, the folknving expansions
are assumed:
When these expressions for u and v are introduced intQ
equation (4), together with the expression for &/%*given by
equation (5), and when the coefficients of the various powem
of t are equated to zero, the following differential equations
for *, &, 49, . . . result:
(7)
These differential equations may be put into more familiar
forms by introducing n new set of independent variables x
rindy, where
x=x 1
(lo)
Thus, for kf<l, equation (7) is transformed into a Laplaco
equation and equations (8) and (9) are transformed into
Poisson equations. The solution of equation (7) yields the
well-lmown Prandtl-Glauert rule, whereas the solutions of
equatioti (8) and (9) provide higher approximations to the
flow of a compressible fluid and thus will apply for larger
departures bm an undisturbed uniform flow.
The procedure to be followed in solving equations (7),
(8), and (9) is very simple in principle. The first step is to
obtain an exprwsion for the velocity potential of the incom-
pressible flow past the chosen boundary and to express it
as a power series in the thickness coefficient L Then the
solution for the first approximation +1 to the compressible
flow is essily obtained by analogy from the coe5cient of
the that power of t. The seeond and third approximations
A and A are obtained by solving equations (8) and (9).
The boundary conditions-that the flow is tangential to the
solid boundary and that the disturbance to the main flow
vanishes at id.nity-rire satisfied to the same power of tho
thiclmess coefficient twhich is involved in the expression for
the velocity potential @
FLOWPAST A CURVEDSURPACE
The solid boundary chosen for use in this paper is CLsym-
metrical shape with cusps at both the leading and the t.r@ng
edges, thus insuring no stagnation points in rLuniform flow
parallel b the axis of symmetry. Appench A contaius the
derivation of this shape and also the solution for the flow
of an incompressible fluid past ‘it. Appendixes B, C, md D
contain the detailed, calculation for 41, h and A) rape~
tively. The iinal expression for the velocity potential 4
takes the following form:
+fi(F, COS~+F, COS3q+F, COS5v)
+f [Ql Cosq-l-t?, Cos3?l+Q, Cos571+a7cm 77
Sinh.$cosq
+ Qo(Wsh. 2g–cos % —e-.! cos ~—e-3tcos aq—e-n~ COSti?j
)1
_e–7tCos77 + . . . (11)
where
& T elliptic coordinates related to the Cartesian coordinates
z and y by the equations
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&~I-M’
F,, F,, F’ functions of $ and of Mgiven by equations (C-18)
Qb Qa, a, % Qo functions of $ and M given by equations
(D-1 6), (D-17), (D-18), (0-19), and (D-22), respectively
Equation (11) represents the solution of the fundamental
differential equation (1) that satisiiea the boundary condi-
tions at the surface of the body and at infhity, insofar as
the terms inclusive of the third power of the thickness
coefficient t are concerned. The coefficients of the various
powers oft me exact and are valid for all values of the Mach
number ill from zero up to but not including unity. On
the other hand, the method of Poggi yields the components
of the fluid velocity in the form of power series in M, the
coefficients of which are exact and valid for the entire range
of values of the thickness coefficient i!. Appendix E con-
tains the solution of the problem of this paper by the method
of Poggi as far M the W terms are concerned.
Because the iteration process and the Poggi method yield
solutions of the same equation (1) in the form of power
series in t and in W, respectively, the two methods must
agree in the range common to them; that is, the itaration
expression for the fluid velocity at the solid boundary,
expanded according to powem of M and with all terms con-
taining powers of M higher than the second neglected, must
agree with the corresponding Poggi result, expanded accord-
ing to powers of t and with all terms containing powers of
t higher than the third neglected. This calculation is shown
in detail in appendix l?.
NUMERICALAPPLICATIONS
Calculations are now made for the velocity distribution
at the surface of ti bump-that is, a member of the family of
shapes derived in appendix A—for sevaral values of the
Mach number. Because terms involving powem of the
thickness coefficient t higher than the third have been
neglected throughout the present paper, the fluid velocity g
should be expre&ed in the follo&g-fo~:
g=l+a1t+a2t2+a#+ . . .
From equations @’-6) it follows easily that
3’
al= —— COs2a2p
%==% (7+1) (+~+&–:+4+ ~s z~
7+[; (7+1) (+y+&’* Cos4.
%=–; (1—13)+(Q1+3Q3+5 Q5+7Q7)0
1+[#@–# O-P)+2(3G~+5@6+7@o COS 2a
+[–; 4+5;+ 3&+2(5 ~s+7@o] ~s 4CZ
3 33+8219+1419
+[TI f9 1+14(G)0 cos 6a
—
(13)
(14)
The expressions for (CJJO, (C7J0, ((3J0, and (GT)Oare
given at the end of appendix l?, and table IV shows the
calculated va~uesfor M=o.50, 0.75,0.83, and 0.90. Table V
gives the calculated values of Q, q, and as at various
positions along the profle for M=o.50, 0.75, 0.83, and
0.90. With t= O.10, the expressions for the maximum fluid
velocity g- at the surface can be written os follows:
t“ F F
qmaz=l+0.17321+ 0.02274+0.00344 for M=o.50
qmaz=l+0.23026+ 0.05435+0.02188 for M=o.75
gmaz=l+0.26893+ 0.11014+0.07240 for M=O.83
Ym.z=l+0.34412+ 0.19268+0.43784 for M=o.90
(15)
An examination of the foregoing series shows that q.. will
probably diverge for some value of M in the neighborhood
of 0.83. This value of M marks the limit of irrotational
potential flow and probably indicates the first appearance of
a compression shock at the solid boundaqy. Farther on
in this section a rule will be formulated for estimating this
limiting value of the stream Mach number.
The velocity distribution for a prcdile of thickness coeffi-
cient t= 0.10 is calculated by means of table V and equa-
tion (13). Table VI lists the valuea of q for lf=O.tiO, 0.75,
and 0.83 and figure 1 shows the corresponding graphs.
The broken curve represents the velocity distribution for
t=O.10 and M=o.50 calculated according to the Poggi
method. (See table III.) The curves of figure.1 show the
agreement between the values of g calculated by means
of the Poggi and the iteration methods for .M=O.50 and
also the gradual change in c~ature of the velocity-
distribution curves in the neighborhood of the lmd.ing and
the trailing edges as the stream Mach number is increaaed.
The critical Mach number, defined as that value of the
stream Mach number at which the local fluid velocity
iirst attains the 10MJspeed of sound, is calculated as follows:
In equation (5), (u’+&) is put equal to & or
(16)
Table VII lists values of q. for various values of the Mach
number M. From equations (14) with a=; and the expres-
sions for (Gl)o, (da)o, (@)o, and (G,)o, it follows that the
maximum veloci~ at the boundary is given by
+~+~(–6A+42B-5C+ 6D)
+(-r+l) $ (–6A+33B–2.450+ 3.3D)] ~+ . . . (17)
_. .._ ._. _
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Table ~ gives the values of A, 2?, c, and D obtained from
equation @-3) for various values of the Mach number.
Table VII lists the values of q- for t=().10 calculated by
mmns of equation (17). Valuea of g- calculated by the
I?oggi method are also given in table VII. For low Mach
numbers the approximate values for q- obtained by the
two methods agree, but for high lMach numbers the I?oggi
method yields valuea that are ho low. Figure 2 sho~ the
graphs of g= and of q~~ as functions of the Mach number.
The intersection of the two curves gives the critical Mach
number. The iteration method (solid line) yields the value
~&=0.742, whereas the Poggi method (broken line) yields
the value iMm=0.788.
The value of q. for M=O.83 obtained from equation (16)
is 1.1731. The last column in table VIII shows the values
of ~g. for the shape t=O.10 with iM=O.83. Values of $>1
designate a region in which the flow is supersonic, whereas
values of ~<1 characterize the subsonic region. The
supersonic iegion of flow is symmetrical with regard to the
Y-&s and corresponds to a calculation given in reference 1
for the flow through a nozzle, in which a similar supmaonio
region of flow waa found at the wall at the narrowest cross
section of the tube.
In order to fhd the extent to which the supersonic region
penetrates the flow, it is su5cient to utilize for the caloultt-
tion onIy the terms inckive of P, since the series for g
converge rapidly away from the solid boundary. Thus,
along the Y-, the following expression for g is obtained
from equations @–3) and (F-4):
–D(8e-f-56-3~+3 e-~)]JP+ . . . (18)
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Then for t=O.10 and JZ=O.83,
q=l+0.40316e-~+ 0.02753e*
-l-c&t(–o.02762e-~+o.olMe-3f–0.01520e-’E)
The value of $ for which q=gm=l.1731 is 0.38. The cmre-
sponding value of Y obtained from equation (B-16) is
=0.720
.The supersonic region of flow thus extends into the fluid a
distance equal to almost seven times the maximum height
of the bump. By use of several chosen valuea of q, the
constant velocity profile g=qe= 1.1731 can be plotted by
means of equations (T-3) and @’-4). In figure 1 the lower
broken curve represents this profle. The region inside the
~profile is completely supersonic and therefore contains real
Mach lines. The region outside the proiile is everywhere
subsonic and therefore the Mach lima are imaginary.
The pressure coefficient C,& is obtained from the
oxpremion
1+; (7–l)M&)
O,,M= (19)
liW27
where
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and g is the velocity of the compressible fluid, referred to
the velocity U of the undisturbed stream.
Since, throughout this paper, terms involving powers oft
higher than the third have been neglected, C,w should be
expressed as a power series in t. Thus, if q from equation
(13) is ,substituted into equation (19), it follows easily that
With the help of table V, values for CPM along the proiile
can be easily calculated for the case t=O.10 and iM=O.83.
Table IX shows them values of CPmtogether with correspond-
ing values calculated according to the l?randtl-Glauert
rule and the von K&rm6n“method. The Prandtl-Glauert
rule is
c’”=%P
and the relation obtained by von K&rmfi (reference 3) is
cp~=
(?P.o
J=m+
Figure 3 shows the graphs of the various calculated results.
It is observed that the results of the Prandtl-Glauert and
the von K&rm&n methods diiler considerably from the
results of the itwation method. The reasons for these differ-
ences are that the Prandtl-Glauert approximation, though
valid for Mach numbers in the neighborhood of unity, should
be utilized only for very thin shapea; whereasthe von K&rm&n
method, though applicable to any reasonable shape, is no
longer valid for Mach numbers beyond the critical value.
As tial numerical applications of the resndtsof this paper,
the maximum valuea of the negative pressure coefficient
– (CP.~)_, the critical pressure coeiiicient – (Cp&)a, and
the limiting pressure coeilicient – (CPM),* are calculated
for various values of the thiclmess coefficient and of the
stream Mach number.
The mtium v-dues of the negative pressure coeilkient
for various values of t and of M are obtained by means of
equations (17) and (20). Table X shows values of al, ~,
and ~ deiined, respectively, as the coeflicimts of t, P, and f’
in equation (17). The corresponding values of C,w, ob-
tained by means of equation (20), are listed in table XI,
together with values of C,& calculated by the von K&m&n
method. Figure 4 shows the variation of (Cflm).u with
lMach number for severailvaluea of t.
The critical premure coefhcient (Cp&)W is calculated by
means of the following expression obtained by substituting
for ~ in equation (19) the expression for g=afrom equation
(16) :
(cp~)==%{-1+r+:;:)q7’r’21)
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+2 Incompressible flow
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.8 f.
FIOUEB3.-l%ssnre WbntIon at thesnrfaceof a bmnp, t=O.10,for M=OS.
Table XII gives the values of (CPM). calculated by means
of this equation, and figure 4 shows the corresponding graph.
The intersections of the (CPM)=U curves with the (Cpm)a
curve yield the critical values of the stream Mach number
which are listed in table XII..
As noted onca before, for a given value of t, the series for
q (equation (13)) apparently diverges for a definite value of
the stream Mach number. It is reasonable to assume that
this value of the Mach number msirksthe limit of irrotational
potent&dflow and also probably indicates the first appearance
of a compression shock at the solid boundary. Equation (17)
for q- can be used to estimate the limiting valuea of M
according to the following rough criteriom By means of
table X, expressions for q-, in the form of power series in t,
J
~
o .2 .4 .6 .8 LO 1.2 1.4 .!6
M
Fxomci 4.-Mashnum pmsmremeflfdentw a fnnotlenof the Maob number.
(%.). dtfml Pre3mrec@ll&nt at widohIced fhdd S- equals Id spcod of WUNL
(C.x)u- UmMng valno of Prmsnrom=?llidantMyond whlob flow without shook
Cannotextst.
(CnU)ti abwlnte IfmftfngPrwsau’amef!ldantithat 4 mmmmntig to a VFIOWID.
can be obhined for any value of the strwun Mach number in
the range OSM<l. For a given valuo of the thickness
coefficient t, a seriesfor gm~caD then be found so that a term-
for-term comparison with the harmonic series ~~ ~ yields a
decreasing sequence for the ratio of corresponding tame.
The value of the Mach number thus obtained is chosen as the
limiting value of the Mach number. Table XII lists both the
values of (UPW)lb and the corresponding values of M for
difhent values of t.Figure 4 shows the curve connecting tho
limiting values of C,, ~. The region between this curvo and
the (CPj.U)ticurve represents the supersonic range without
compression shocks. It is emphasized that the mathematical
procedure outlined in this paragraph is a highly speculrkivo
one.
.
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The maximum speed that can be attained by an adiabatic
fluid is equal to the speed when p=p=c=O and is given by
Bernoulli’s equntion
Values of the pressure coefficient
(%f) .&= –~ (22) ,
are listed in table ~ for various values of the undisturbed
stream Mach number ill, and figure 4 shows the correspond-
ing curve. The region between this curve and the( Ctim)1~
curve represents the supersonic range with compression
shock, On and beyond the (CD,Af)abscurve, the adiabatic fluid
ceases to exist; that is, absolute vacuum prevails.
In conclusion, it may be remarked that the results of
von Kfirm&n, shown by the small circles in figure 4, are
obtained independently of any a&unption concerning the
shape of the solid boundruy; whereas the results of this
paper were obtained for a specific family of shapes. As
shown by the curves of figure 4, nevertheless, the results of
this pRper ngree with those obtained by von K6rmtin’s
method. This agreament hsa some justification, for the
values of (CP,K)m and Ma depend mainly on the dimensions
of a body—that is, thickness coefficient-and not on its
shape. The hodograph method as employed by von K&m&n,
however, yields results that cease to be valid when the
local Mach number equals or exceeds unity; whereas the
iteration method utilized in the present paper is valid for
local Mach numbers greater than unity and, for the family
of shapes chosen, yields some information with regard to a
supemonic region of flow without shock. The limiting
value of &Z for a given shape, beyond which supersonic
flow without shock does not exist, appears to depend on
the convergence of the power series in t for the velocity.
Although only a few terms of the series have been obtained
and therefore the limitipg value of ill cannot be given
precisely, nevertheless it is bilieved that a reasonable esti-
mate of the value for ikflti can be made by the comparison
test with the harmonic serias.
LANGLEY’ MEMORIALARFiOIiAUTICAL Lm”ORATORY,
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APPENDIX A
THE INCOMPRESSIBLEFLOIV PAST A CURVIIJJSURFACE
In the search for a shape which saties the conditions that
it be thin and that it possess no stagnation points, the first
thought is of a straightAine segment. It is well Imown that
a straight-line segment of length 4Cis obtained from a circle
of radius c by means of a Joukowski transformation. If Z
denotes the plane of the segment and Z’ the plane of the
circle, then
Z=z’+$ (A-1)
The singular points of this transformation are determined by
the equation
%=(’++)(’-+)
(A-2)
which shows zeros”at Z’= +c. In order to raise the top
surface and lower the bottom surface of the line segment, it
is necessary only to place two additional zeros at Z’= hid
where d<c. Analogous to equation (A–2),
Then, on integration of equation (A–3), it follows that
(A-4)
The parametric equations of the shape in the Zplane corre-
sponding to the circle of radius c in the Z’-plane are obtained
by substituting Z’=ceti in equation (A4); thus,
X=2C cos o – ~ (3 cos o – cos 30)’
Y=:(3E5rle-Ein3e)
The family of shapes given by equations (A-5)
(A-5)
ncludes, on
one hand; the stmighiAine segment with d= O and, on the
other hand, a shape having four cusps symmetrically,placed
with respect to the coordinate =es with d=c. For O<d<c,
the slope dY/dX is zero for 13=0, iT/2,and=. The shape thus
~ ~mti~e :~=o y_4&
has cwps at X= +2c 1— ,& z ~=0, and the maximum
and minim 9 , ~> and X=(),
y= 4cP
— ~ ~ respectively.
The complex potential for a circular cylinder of radius c,
fixed in a stream of uniform velocity
direction of the real axis, is given by
‘=+’+a
U in the positive
(A-6)
The compl& velocity pad the corresponding shapo in tho
Z-plane is
or
By means of equations (A-4) and (A-6), it follows thd
and at the surface of the profile, where Z’= cei8,
$=
v
(921+2$COS 20+ -# (A-7)
It will be convenient to consider F, Z, and Z’ as non-
dimensional quantities. Thus, in the plane Z’ the unit of
length is the radius c of the circle; whereas, in the plane Z,
the unit of length is the semichord s of the shape. Then
Z’, Z, and F denote Z’/c, 2/s, and F/i57s,respectively. Also,
the ratio a?l~ is designated by e.
According to equations (A–5), the semichord s is given by
8=2C(+)
and the thiclmess coefficient t by
2E
‘=3—E
With the intawduction of these new designations, equations
(A+), (A-5), (A-6), and (A–7) become, respectively,
x=cose– : (Cos e —
Y=; (3sine-sin3e)
,
‘=+@++)
$=1+2E C:s 20+2
cos 30)
1
(A-8)
(A-f))
(A-1o)
(A-n)
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As a numerical examde
(A-1 O), and (A-n), ta~le
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of the use of equations (A–9),
I gives the coordinates for the .
shape t=O. 10 together with the velocity and pressure dis-
tributions along the proiile. The pressure coefficient (7Pis
calculated by means of Bernoulli’s equation:
CP=pp=l–gl
~ P~
where
p local static pre9sure
APPENDIX B
THE COMPRESSIBLEFLOJVPAST A BUMP
Before proceeding with the iteration process, developments
for # and Y in positive, integral powers of the thickness
parameter tmust be obtained. From equation (A–8),
‘-X’’+$)
‘=4“(’-*Y.
rmd from equwtion (A–1O),
‘=[’+’3%)1
pO static pressure in undisturbed stream
p density of fluid
Fiie 1 shows the curves of the shape and the velocity
distribution, and figure 3 shows the graph of the pressure
distribution. Because the body is placed symmetrically
with respect to the undisturbed stream, the flow is identical
with that over a solid bound~ composed of the X-axis
from X= ~ to X=1, the upper surface of the shape with
()~0~~, ~d the X-axis from X=–1 to X=–CO. This
boundary is called a bump.
(“++)
(B-1)
(-B+)
By rncrms of a Taylor expansion in the neighborhood of
t=O, it is possible to express F as a power seriesin tinwhich
the coefficients are functions of Z. Thus, according to equa-
tion (B-1), t=O when
‘=K’’+$)
or
“=’+ {H
where the positive sign is taken with the radical betause the
points at infinity of the Z and Z’-planes must correspond.
Now ..
If, on the righkhand sides of equations (B-1) and (B-2), Z is
comidered constant and Z’ is considered the parameter, it
follows that
F=z+[; z– (D–1) (’427=)] t+ . . .
Since l’=~+il, where # is the stream function,
#=x+; [x–[3–l)(z–4%=lw–l)(z -J=)]t+ ...
(B-3)
In a similar manner, equations (A–9) can be written as
follows :
~= X–COS e
‘d o cos e
I (-s-4)
Y= – (X–cos @ tand
If X is considered constant and 8 is considered the parameter,
a Taylor expansion yields
[
Y= (l–~’fi t–3H+~ (8X’–3X7)t’– . . .1 (B-5).-
D13rERMlNATIONOF+1
By means of the transformation x=X, y=/IY, where
6= Jl=, equation (7) for @l become9
.
(B-6)
By analogy with the coefficient of t in equation (B-3) for O,
it is suggested that
I#l,=lc[z– (2–1) (z– e)– G–1) G– 42=01 (B-7)
where the coefficient k is determined by means of the bound-
ary condition
a~ dY_ ad
Zixiix-tm
or
(B-S)
and where the boundq, obtained from equation (B-5), is
given by
[
y=#(l–~’fl t–30W+; (SZ4-3Z9P+. . .
1 @3-9)
It is clear that the boundary condition need be satisfied only
to the same degree in t as is involved in the development of
the velocity potential ~. Thus,
‘$=~+w- (.+–– 1) 6- ++=)– (2-1) (2+ J==)]t+ . . .
(B-1O)
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Suppose that Z=COS a. Then, insofar as the terms of the
fit power in t are concerned, it follows that, on the boundary,
~=~s ~+@t &3a
Z=cos a—@ SiL13CY
~=i sin fz(l-;ptsin%)
-=–~ fi dl+@~ *34
Then, on the boundary,
The boundary condition, equation (B-8), then yields
k=;@
Therefore .
4= X++[Z–(Z2 —l)(z—@=i)— (7-l) (z-@-1)] f+...
(r-141
This expression for @ can be put into a simple form by means
of the transformation
where
Also,
The differential
coordinates z and y
Then from equation (B-14) it follows that
@o=cosh &COS q
l
1
(U-17)
41=* (3e-~cos q–e-st cos 3q)
INVERSIONOF EQUATIONfJ(B-16)
The relationship between the rectangular Cartesian
coordinates X, Y and the elliptic coordinates & q is obtainod
as follows:
Invert equations (B-16) and solve for &and q; thus
zin(l
Solve for sinhzf,
2 sinh’~= –b+ ,m~
rmd solve for sini ~
~ tit ~=b+.@j@
wh~m
b=l – (ti+?fl
By means of tho transformation
J=X
y=131’
it follows that
APPENDIX C
DETERMINATIONOF 42
where
equation (8) for A in terms of the
becomes
By means of the symbolic relations I
b=l–(x?+~n
(B-18)
and the transformation
z= cosh t
equation (C-1) can be expressed in terms of the compl~x
variables f and ~ as follows:
Now, equation (B-17) for d, can be rewritten as follows:
@l=#P (3e-r–e-3r+3c-~–e-S~ (G3)
The substitution of this expression for +1into the righ~hand
side of equation (C–2) then yields the following ditbrentisl
equation for &:
+ (7–1) (l–&) (e-s: cos 3re-3t cos 5zl } (C--4).
Tlm righbhrmd side of this equation suggests a solution of
the form
#2= Fl(t) cm ?l+F3(E) cm 3?j’+F,(f) Cos5q (C-5)
If this expression for@ is inserted into equation (C-4) and
the coefficients of cos q, cos 3V,and cos 57 are equated on both
sides of the equation, the following diilerential equations for
F,(~), F3(~),and l’,(g) are obtained:
(G7)
(C-8)
The solutions for Fl, F3, and FE are essily obtained and are
as follows:
3 l–P {A16-t+[(Y+l) + (3–7)~(e-~–3e-3q} (G9)F,=m ~
F,.;8 lkf [A2e-3E+ (7+1) (1–p)r’q (c-lo)
~5=& ~ [~e-~+ (7+1) (1–@e-3~] (Gil)
where Al, A, and As are arbitrary constants. It is noted
that, in general, the expressions for F,, F’, and F5 should
each contain two arbitrary constmts; however, the condition
that FI, Fs, and FB vanish at infinity requires that the
omitted arbitmry constants be taken equal to zero.
The arbitrary constants A,, 4, and A, are determined by
mcam of the boundary equation (B-8). In terms of the
~arinbles f and q equation (B-8) takea the form
and the velocity potential @ has the form
d=cosh g cos q+~~ (3e-f cos q–e-’{ cos 3V)
+t2(F, COS T+F3 COS3q+F, ~S 5?j+ . . . (C-13)
With z=cos a, the boundary is given by
y=/3t Si1130—3/3PSilf a COS2 a
-1-~ 19P(8si113acos4a–3 iidaco~a)– . . .
and
dy 3
&Y–~ PtSin2a+~ ‘W(2 Sill2a+5 Sin 4a)
–~B~(9fi4a+14b 6a)+ . . . (G14)
At the boundary, inclusive of terms containing the third
power of t,
p=l — (&+&) =sida(l —fP&d.n4a+6&Fgin4 a~ssa:
e q.gin ~ (1—$ fFt2Sin’ a+; && Sinz a
)
+3/3W fill’ a COS’ ~—3fl Si112a COS2a
COS T=COS a
( )
l—~ @P sin4a+3&W sin’ a Cosz a
At the boundary then,
~=~ +{–A+4[(7+1)+(3 –7)1921}
(C-15)
(G16)
Hence, with all terms involving powers oft higher than the
second excluded, the boundary condition (equation (G12))
yields th following expressions for the arbitrtuy constanta
Al, A, and AS:
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The expressions for Fl, .27’9,and FSthen become
(C-17)
(G18)
Equation (C-13), together with equations (G18), represents a solution of the fundamental differential equation (1) and
satisfies the boundary conditions at the smface of the solid boundary and at iniinity, insofm as the terms inclusive of
the second power in t are concerned. The present process can be extended to the higher terms in the development of
the velocity potenti61 d, but it can readily be seen from the complexity of the righkhand side of equation (9) that the
labor involved would increase rapidly with the degree of approximation. In view of the importance of the problem,
it has nevertheless been thought worth while to extend the calculation to the third approximation A.
APPENDIX D
DETER~ATION OF &
The dMerential equation (9) for &in terms of the complex
variables z and Z can be written as follows:
-i
~A,;=l–& 1@ ~[(~+1) (1–m’+4Fl(dJl=+@Id (A?+fm
+ (7+1) O-m (@I=+ 41&%’$l;
+[(7+1) (1–199+2~[(@l=+@ (@Zz+&i)
+ (41.++17) (42Z2+4?41
+2[(7+1) (l+m —2Bq(+l.+41z)@2=
—2P[(41Z2— +13 (41c—@lZE) + (AZ— @z=) (41ZZ— #l=)
+(4%-41;) (4’2=42=)1} (D-1)
where, for example,
?)’&
hs=~~
AgrLin,complex variables t and F are introduced in place
of z and 2 by means of the transformation
z=cosh ~
According to equation (G3),
@l=& (3e-r–e-3~+~e-7_ e-s~) (G3)
Consider the term
T,=#(7+l) (1–m+4@l(4122+@l=) (41:+413
+ (7+ Q O- B’) (41X+ 41=)41Z41F—2P2(41ZC—41Z)(AZz— 4%7
and
(& {[(’Y-I-1) (1–@)’+8Pqe-’E-2 (y+l) (l–d)e-’~}cosq
+ {2(7+1) (1–@)e-6:–[(V+l) (1–~+8@le-7~}cos 3q
)
–(Y+ 1)(1 –@) ’e-7~cos 5q+ (Y+ 1) (1– f12e-’E cos 77 @2)
In the handling of the terms. on the right-hand side of
equation @–l) that contain the derivatives of & it is con-
venient to separate A into two parts: namely, A’, which is
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rLfunction oft plus a function of ~, and A“, which is a function
of f and ~. Thus, if the variables ~ and ~ are introduced into
the repression for A, it follows easily that
@’=A(3e-r–e-sf+ 3e-7–e-~7)
I
+B(5e-3f –3f#+ 5e-3F–3@~)
= C(46-r–3e-r-~?+ e-~r-gF+4e-F_3e-~r-?+ 6-ar-’~
‘(II-3)
%“
whore
l–p ‘ 1–2JS
A.& (7+1)(T) – ~
.
.
Table II gives values of A, B, C, and ~ for values of the
Mach number Al ranging from zero to nearly unity. The
value of 7 taken is 1.405.
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Consider the term
Z“=[(’y+l) (l J19’)+219q[(41=+4G) (4’’s+4”2)
+ (+lz+dw) (’$2’2Z+A’E)I
–w2[(@lc2-hd (&’.–@”z) + (d%–dd i&Az’dl
+2[(7+0 (l+@’) –2B’1(h.+f#Jl?)k”2z
Now
da’s= —6Ae-’f—30Be~~
12Ae-2$+ 120Be4~&’z*=
Sinh-c
rmd
A’,+&’Z= – 12A-’[ cos 2V–60Be* cm 47
&’,–&’;= 12iAe-~ sin 2q+60iB& sin 47
A’M+I#12’Z=ti ~lti ~ [12A(e-E cos 3q–e-3E cos q)
+ 120B(e-36cos 5V–e-% cos 3q)]
.
A’.–a=aw–w ~zti ~ [12A(e-E sin 3q–e-’~ sin q)
+ 120B(e-3f sin 5q–e-n~ sin 371)]
It follows that
T, sinh r sinh ?=
(
–f [(~+11 (l–&) +4&l Ae-3E+{~ [(Y+l) (1–P’) +4 Pl(2A-5B)+f [(’Y+Q (l+&) –219’l ~ e-’E
+(% [(7+1) (1–fE9+4P’l B–g ~ [(7+1) (l+ P’)-2P’I(3C+2D]} e-’~) cos v
+({$(7+0 O-FM –~ [(-i+l) (1–F? +4B’lB+~ [(Y+U (l+ P’) –2B’J(3C+2Q} e-’~ -
+(–$ (1+-V (1–B!Me-3~+[~(7+1) (1–P)B-$ [(’Y+l) (1+/3’) –21YJD) e-’~) cos 5q.
The calculation of TI and Ta has not been very involved. The calculations for the remaining terms on we right-hrmd
side of equation (~-l), however, are quite laborious-and therefore only the final results will be prmented. The terms to be
calctiahd are
T3=[(7+1) (1– 6’) +2@l(&+@fi) (A’’, +A”s) -
T4=–2&((&-&) (A”,–A”z)
T,=[(y+l) (1–19) +2 P’I(41,+Az) (A”rz+h”d
T6= –2/3’(4Jlz-@,;) (A”a–&”jJ ,’,..
The expressions for these terms are as follows:
T’sflinh t sinh ~=~[(~+1) (1–f?) +2f?’1{2a(2d-3e-~-4e-s~ +7e–5e-3e-7~ cm q
+ (2e-E–3e-s:+3e-5E–e-7f) cos 3q]+D[(4&E–8eE+ 16e_’E-3e-8E-4e-79 cos q
+ (4e~–8e-f–4e-’E–6 e-79 cos 3q+(4e-~–e-79 em 5q+ (4e-3E+e-’9 cos 777]}
(D-5)
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f!’,sinh~sinhr= –69{2q(2e:–3e-~+e-s9 cm ~+.(2e-~–3@~+e-79 cm 3q]
+D[(4&-8d-3e:’: +4e-79 COS q+ (41#-8e-~+4e-’E-5e-7g COS 8V
+ (4e-~+e-7g cm Eiq+ (4e-3E–e-*) cos 7q]}
+96p sinh’ g cosh g [C(2e-~+e7+2D] ~c~~ ~ (D-o)
T5 sinh r sinh r =~[(y+l) (1–P’)+2m{ ~(–@+3e-E+lle-’E– 15e-7E+5e-”9 cos ?+ (–3e-’E+3e-5E–3 e-7~+fle+~ 00S8v]
+2D[(–3#+@+e-E-5e-’g cm q+ (–eE+3e~E–3e-7g cm 3q+e-E cos 5q+3e~E cos 7?]}
+~[(~+1) (1–13’)+2B’I SM13 ~ [C(8+lle-%+8e4E+ 10e4E+16@E+7e-’W
+2D(5e’E+4+2e-*+4e~+ 5e%] ~~~ ~
–*[(y+l)(l–f9’) +2j9’le-~ sinh’ t cosh’ g cosh 2$ [C(2e-~+e_’9+2D] ~Y/~2 ~ (D-7)
T, sinh r ti:y= – 613{ q(—4eE+3e-E—3e-s~ +9e-7E— 5e-’1g cm q+ (–3e-sE+3e-W3e-7E-3 e-eg cos 3?] .
+2D[(–3#+@-e*+3 e-’9 cos q+ (–&–3e-*–3e-7g:cos 3q+e-E cos 5q+3e+E 00S 7q]}
+38@PE sinheg cosh’: [C(2e-~+eW +2D] ~’s&T (D-8)
.
Equation cl) can now be written as follows:
&& && 1–/9’
~+~ =~ [(~’e-’E+Aje-’E+e/TE+~+e*E+AUAe’”t+AMA6’8E)8E) COSq
.
+ (&’e-sE+Afe-TE+&Se~E+AU3e-~+AM’e-Mg COS3V
+ (~T8-5E+AJe-TE+~7e4E+A,,Te-nE+Au7e-nE+AM7e-1s~+A1Je-''g cos 7q]
+1 l–@)[C(-12e-’E+21e-7E-9e-u~+20e-uE-33e-’~+13WgWg+>@{& )(
+22J(-5e+E+12e%E– 7e-7E+9e-nE–20e-uE+ lle-ug] . .
+12p[0(-16e4E+27e-'~+2 0e-ME-fie-M~+13e-W~ +2D(-7e-7E+16e4~-20e-ME+ lle-M9] “ e-tiE cos (2n+7)q
1~n-
+>p [j (7+0 (1–P’)[U(-2e-’E-He-7~- e-W+2e-~E-3e-~E+ e-199+2~(—e-’E+2e-5E— e-7E+e-llE—2e-laE+ e-lW)]
1+24fi[C(-2e-~+3 e-~+2e-uE-4e-uE+ e-”g +2D(–e-7E+2e+E-2e-”E+ e-Ug] ~ne-nE cos (2n+7)q @-9)
whera expressions for the constants A# are given at the end of this appendix.
The righ&hand side of equation (D-9) suggests a solution of the form
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Whenthis expression for A is imerted into equation (D-9) and the eoefficienta of cm ~, & 3~, . . . on both Bidesof the
equation are equated, the following differential equations for Ql, G’s,Q5)Q7,and t?ti~~are obtained: -
--ll–p 3dl& 7 zn+T]g@a+7= , ~*-( – (7+1) (l-~ [C(-12e-`t+21e-'~- 9e-''E+20e-~f-33 e-lW+l3e-l'[)
+2~(–5e+E+12e-’t–7e&7E+ 9e-llt–20e-’’:+l le-”g]
+ 12f3[C(-16e~9E+27e-’* +20e-ME-44e-”E+ 13e-1’9
1
+2D(–7e-7E+16e4E–20e-ut+ he-169] e-’nE
1–P 6+-jr[~(A-1) (1–~[c(–2e-5W-3e-7E–e-’’E+2MEM3e31-E+e+1-9’9.
+2D(–e4E+2e-’E–e-7E+ e-1’E–2e-ME+e-159]
+24/3[C(-2e+E+3e-’~ +2e-uE-4e-’’E1e-1’~)
b+2D(–e-7E+2e4E–2e-’3E+ e-1’E)] ‘ME (D-15)
The solutions of these equations are easily found and are as follows:
(D-16)
(D-17)
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where Fl, Fs, and F5 me given b; equations (C–18) and Gois the following function of g:
(D-22)
In this &pression for t70the re.sdt has been anticipated that the arbitrary constants ~m+, are independent of n md may bo
tiken to be Co. The constants Co, ~, G, C,, and a are determined by the boundary condition (equation (C-12))
(G12)
If the expression for ~ given by equation (D-21) is substituted into the boundary condition and if equations (C-14) and
AJ=#P [(y+l) (1–@)’+8@l.
+; (7+0 (1-m (6A-15~+2w-7D)
+1213 [(3’Y+22)C+6A-15B-8D]
A71= –3% (T+l) (1–6’)
+; (Y+l)(l–~ (30B–19C–24D)
–12P [y(3C+2D)–3(lB+ 7C+20D]
&l= –f(~+l) (l–&) (3C–2D)–120~(2C–D)
@-23)
P
&’=&@ (7+1)(1–B’)+; (7+1) (1–/99(2fi-loz3+6@
+12~ [~(3C+2D)–30B–5 ~+l;D]
A?=–#p [(7+1 )(1–~’+8&l
+$ (~+1)(1–~ (15B–16C–D)
+12p [(–37+lo)c+151q
. .
~s=~ [(7+1)(1–&)+4&l (5G–8D)
Aus=–; (7+1) (1–LF) (3C–2D)–168@(2U–D)
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Al?=f [(7+1 )(1–m+4&l c
Z%’= –; (?’+1)(1-F? (3A+4C–8D)
A:= – ~ (Y+l)(l–193’+:(7 +1)(1 -m(9B-D)
–12/3 [lM?+ (2y–23)D]
At= –f- (7+1) (1–~ (U–2D) +252/3C
A,f=:~ [p (7+1) O-LW+4191 (C–2D)
A,$ ‘–~ (T’+1)(1-~(3C-2D) -2169 (2C-D)
Al+=% [(7+1) (1–f?9+4&j c
c
4=&$ (T+l)(l–&Y
–; (T+l)(l–P) (45B+12c–29D)+12 /9(2y+l)D
A/=y (Y+l)(l–mc–f [(7+1) (1–&)+4/$qD
&T=–192~(c–2D)
A,~=–f[(7+l) (l–&)-12&l C+? (Y+ I)(l–L?WI
A,J=f [(7+1) (1–&)’+4~(C-2D)
.
A,!=–% [3(~+1)(1–~+16131 O
+? [(7+1) (1–m+4131 ~
Al;=% [(7+1) (1–19)+4B7 C
APPENDIX E
THE FLOWPASTA CURVEDSURFACEBY THE POGGI METHOD
Equation (D-21) represents a solution of the fundamental
differential equation (1] that satisfiea the boundary con-
ditions at the surface of the solid body and at infinity,
insofar M the terms inclusive of the third power of the thick-
ness coefficient t are concerned. The method used has been
called Ackeret’s iteration ‘process and is valid for all values
of the Mach number itl from zero to unity. On the other
hand, the method of Poggi yields the components of the
fluid velocity in the form of power series in J&. Since both
Ackeret’s. and Poggi’s methods provide solutions of equa-
tion (l), the two-solutions must agree in the region common
to both. The flow past the shape treated in the present
paper will be calculated by means of Poggi’s method and
compared with that obtained by Ackeret’s method.
Poggi’s method consists in regarding a compressible fluid
as an incompressible fluid with a continuous distribution of
sources in the region external to the solid boundary. In
order to express the intensiw of the source distribution,
it is first necesmry to determine the incompramible flow,
which serves as the zero approximation to the flow of the
compressible fluid. The firstarder effect of compressibility
on the velocity of the fluid is then given by a set of double
integrals extended over the entire region of flow. In
reference 5 the surface integrals are replaced by line integrals,
which are evaluated by the methods of the calculus of
residues. For the example treated herein, the general re-
sults given in reference 5 are immediately applicable and
are as follows:
Ikt 2=2(2’) be the conformal transformation of the
profile in the Z-plane into the circle of radius c with center
at the origin of the Z’-plane. Then, if TVOis the complex
velocity of amincompressible fluid past the circle, the follow-
ing expressions are formed:
F(z’,z’)= w$Tvo—-U’ jg+j$(lvg)s~dzz!~-tdz
F(27, z’)=w?wo@’=
Id-z Zz+ix%w%%’‘1),,
The complex velocity IT of the compressible fluid past the
profile in the 7~plane is given by
w= (Wo+wlmg @-2)
where only the terms involving the square of the Mach
number 34 are showu. The expression for lVl is as follows:
[ -(%’($:)1w,=–4+ S(z’)–g, s z,
)
–+2 F(Z’,-Z’)++ u (1–$2 (E--3)
@()where T ~~ 21 is obtained from ~(~~) by replacing
~ by $; ~(Z’) denotes the sum of the residues of
z,_lz,P .F(2’)$) at the poles within the circle Cl of radius
c, the subscript P being dropped after the evaluation; and
–c?
()
N ~ is obtained iiwm the expression for S(7) by repla~
c?ing ZI by ~.
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For the present &ample, ac.cording to equations (A-3),
(A-4), and (A-6),
%=(’+$)(’-m+i$x%?‘A-3)
.z=zf +$$+ga (A4)
and
)
w~= G(l ‘g
It follows that
‘(Z’7)=7’-W’+ZA3(1+$)
and
() Vc’I’ z’); =— Z“-(?( -w’+%)d (z-id) (z’+@ z’
Consider now the contour integral
J 1 () & dz’=211is(z’p)fJZ’–z’p F ‘“z
In the fit term on the right-hand side of equation (E-5)
ody the simple poles at Z’= +M are internal to the circle Cl.
The contributions of these simple poles to the residue are,
at Z’=id,
lil?
~~ &~
and, at Z’=—id,
V%? ~-
-2-- ZTZ
If the two e~ressions are added and the subscript P is
dropped, the result is
TT9.4 1
The second term on the righ&hand side of equation (E-5)
can be rewrittan m follows:
2P 0?8(z/–@2(z~+~2 .
‘id
z’ ~–z’
log ~--—imd(c2+&) (z,_i42(z/+@2
-#-z’
The contributions of the double poles at Z’=id and Z’= –id
to the residue are, respectively,
and
If the two expressions are added and the subscript P is
dropped, the result is
(E-7)
If the expressions (E-6) and ~7) are added, it follows that
From equation (E-4),
(73- z/2p2
F(z’,z’) = uz,,(zll+~ (z’+(p)
+ ~z?,~m
‘(
- 2+(?2,
“2’+=
If ~(~) is formed from equation (E-8) and ~’ is replaced by
$ it follows that
Finally, if fi(~,Z’) is formed from equation (E-9) and ~’ is
replaced by &/Z’, it follows that
Z’2(1+-Z’qgl’z’)=lJv~-
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By means of equations (E--S), (E-9), (E--1O), and (IF1l) and by replacing Z’/c, ~/c, lV1/Z7,and &/& by Z’, ~, WI, and c,
respectively, it follows that
[–*’ “2+(1+’) 2q ~
Z’+i E
“ @z,_i&
2“(2’:-1) + ,:6
–1++2+ (2/2+,) (z’~+,) (z +~)’ [
-.
q}
Z’Z’+ (1+6)< Iogz’+: e (E-12)
2a& ZT{
The complex velocity TV of the compressible fluid pad the proiile in the Z-plan9 is given by equation (E-2) where
dz’ 2’4iz= (2’’–1) (Z’’+e) (from equation (A-3))
wo=l-~ (from equation (A-6))
and TVlis given by equation (E-12).
The velocity at the surface of the profle is obtained by means of equations &2),
Z’=# and ~=e-u. Thus
&13)
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(E-12), (E-13), and (E-14) with
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The velocity along the X-axis external to the proiile is obtained from equations (E-2), (E-12), (13-13); and
by tabg Z’=~=X’. Thus
(E--15)
(E-16)
(E-17)
(E--14)
The velocity along the Y-axis external to the proii.le is obtained horn equations (E-2), (E-12), (E-13), and (E-14)
by taking Z’=iY’ and ~’=–W’. Thus
~-’=T=Jl+yF(l+’)-=`og=)`='`i::~;f::i:;`y'2-(.-Y,l~-eY,
&19)
Table III gives values of the velocity corresponding to points along the profile for the numerical case e=+ (or t= O.10)
at Mach numbers iM=O.50 and 0.76. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the velocity distribution for ilZ=O.50 with the
corresponding calculation according to the iteration method.
It is noted that by Poggi’s method the solution of the problem is given by the components of the fluid velocity,
whereas by Ackeret’s method the solution is obtained in the form of the velocity potential of the fluid motion. Before
a comparison of the two methods can be made, therefore,
eret) the velocity components along the coordinate axes.
it i5
This
necessary to obtain from the velocity potential (of Ack-
calculation is performed in appendix F.
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APPENDIX F
DETERNHNATIONOF THE VELOCITYCOMPONENTS
In tams of the complex variables t and ~ the velocity
components in the direction of the coordinate axes are given
(F-1)
where the velocity potential d is obtained horn equation
(D-21). According to equations (6)
U=l+tul+%+ti+ . . .
I
(F-2)
V=tvl+t%+t%+ . . .
where, in genend,
al#*
‘= Tx
In terms of the complex variables ~ and F, “
$51=+ (3f3-f– e-ar+3e-F—e+i)
Therefore,
Similarly, with reference to equ~tions (D-3), it follows that
u2=4C(2—3e-2E+3 e*—e+E)+8D(i@-2 +e-~
+4(4D-3Ae-2E+4De~ cos 27
+4[4De-~+ (D–15B)e~ cos 47
IN=4B sin 27 (4D–3Ae-Q+4De4E)
+2[4De-’~– (D+15B)e~ cos 2V
_4 sinld f[2D+C(2e-~+e~)]
Cosh 2.$-COS2?l 1
(F-4)
The general expressionsfor the velocity components w and
% are too cumbersome to be given here. Instead, only the
expressions for the veloci~ components along the profde will
be given. Thus, along the protile, if powers oft higher than
the third are neglected,
%= (Q1+3Q3+5QE,+7QT)o+2(3Qa+5flS+7f17)0C092a
+2(5@6+7@,)o+14(@0 COS 6a
%=—2fl[(Qs’+Q6’+ Q7’)osin 2a
+ (~4+Q7’)o sin 4a+ (~~)0 sin 6a]
(F-5)
where the primes denote differentiation with regard to the
independent variable t and the zero subscripts denote evalua-
tion for f= O. Explicit expremions for ((71)0,(Q&, (t7& (@o,
(~,’)o, ((3,’)0, (~,’)o, and (~,’), are given at the end of this
appendix.
At the bounda~ then, if terms containing powers of i higher than the third are neglected, equations &2) become
(F-6)
In order to compare the velocity of the fluid given by equations (l?-6)’with that obtained by I?oggi’s method given
by equation (E-15), explicit expressions for equations (F-6), with power-e of the Mach number higher than the second
neglected, are obtained and may be expressed as follows:
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u= ( )(l+++ + –; t+: P+&P)Cos’a+(-wosia-%cos’”
+M2[(:’-W+(-3+HW’”’’”+(:‘+)’”’’”%%-=’]
v= ( ‘“ ‘3’)A2a+(3’2-:’)&4a-%’ti’a–;+4 +~
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The magnitude g of the velocity, to the same degree of approximation, is then giv& by
Q=(l-:’2)+( ) (: ‘)
‘~ ~+~ ~+~ ~ Gos2a+ 16 ~—~ F cos 4a—~ &cm 6a
[( )(
+M’ : t’–% P + –: t+; t’–~ ‘)’”s2”+(%’-%’)’”s’”-% ’’”””1
(F-7)
(F-8)
which is to be compared with the corresponding expression obtained by Poggi’s method. Thus, if in equation (E-15) c is
replaced by 3t/(2+t) and all terms are expanded in powers of t up to and including P, the resulting equation is as follows:
I?rom the first of equations (A–9) with X=ms a, it follows that
and therefore
cos a= (1—t sinz0) cos O
(‘0s ‘a=cos ‘e—sin= 2 i—; P sin=8)
. COS4a=COS 4e—2t ti 48 ti 26
cos 6a=cos 60
If cos 2a, cm 4a, and~cos-6a in equation (I-8) are replaced by.these expressions, equation (3?-9) is again obtained.
The axpressiow for_(QJO, (0S)0, ((35)0,(~7)0, (01’)0, ((3S’)0,(Lj’)O, and (G7’)0are as follows:
(al)o=g : B[- -1-;-+-; (,+1) (~B- : (,+1) (W;] “ - .
w
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——— —
P ‘::p (7+1)(1
‘d) +%8 (~~1) $+&+37p (: C–D)
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